STANDARD HOPPER

- Standard Sizes of 1 1/4, 2 1/4, 4, and 5 1/2 cubic feet are available
- Larger holding capacity options
- Custom covers
- Removable or bolted safety grating

THRU-FLOW HOPPER

- Designed for difficult materials
- Easily mates to other equipment
- Optional jacket for heating and cooling
- Removable or bolted safety grating

CONICAL HOPPER

- Perfect for difficult materials prone to bridging
- Custom covers
- Removable or bolted safety grating

CUSTOM HOPPER

- Custom engineered agitators
- Special geometry
- Dust hoods
- Self-unloading hoppers

AGITATOR OPTIONS

- Aid material flow by reducing bridging
- Single spiked, Twin spiked, or ribbon style are standard
- Available for any style hopper
- Custom engineered agitators available